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Abstract—The field of meta-learning, or learning-to-learn, has seen a dramatic rise in interest in recent years. Contrary to
conventional approaches to AI where a given task is solved from scratch using a fixed learning algorithm, meta-learning aims to
improve the learning algorithm itself, given the experience of multiple learning episodes. This paradigm provides an opportunity to
tackle many of the conventional challenges of deep learning, including data and computation bottlenecks, as well as the fundamental
issue of generalization. In this survey we describe the contemporary meta-learning landscape. We first discuss definitions of
meta-learning and position it with respect to related fields, such as transfer learning, multi-task learning, and hyperparameter
optimization. We then propose a new taxonomy that provides a more comprehensive breakdown of the space of meta-learning
methods today. We survey promising applications and successes of meta-learning including few-shot learning, reinforcement learning
and architecture search. Finally, we discuss outstanding challenges and promising areas for future research.
Index Terms—Meta-Learning, Learning-to-Learn, Few-Shot Learning, Transfer Learning, Neural Architecture Search
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Contemporary machine learning models are typically
trained from scratch for a specific task using a fixed learn-
ing algorithm designed by hand. Deep learning-based ap-
proaches have seen great successes in a variety of fields
[1]–[3]. However there are clear limitations [4]. For example,
successes have largely been in areas where vast quantities of
data can be collected or simulated, and where huge compute
resources are available. This excludes many applications
where data is intrinsically rare or expensive [5], or compute
resources are unavailable [6], [7].
Meta-learning provides an alternative paradigm where
a machine learning model gains experience over multiple
learning episodes – often covering a distribution of related
tasks – and uses this experience to improve its future learn-
ing performance. This ‘learning-to-learn’ [8] can lead to a va-
riety of benefits such as data and compute efficiency, and it
is better aligned with human and animal learning [9], where
learning strategies improve both on a lifetime and evo-
lutionary timescale [9]–[11]. Machine learning historically
built models upon hand-engineered features, and feature
choice was often the determining factor in ultimate model
performance [12]–[14]. Deep learning realised the promise
of joint feature and model learning [15], [16], providing a
huge improvement in performance for many tasks [1], [3].
Meta-learning in neural networks can be seen as aiming to
provide the next step of integrating joint feature, model,
and algorithm learning. Neural network meta-learning has a
long history [8], [17], [18]. However, its potential as a driver
to advance the frontier of the contemporary deep learning
industry has led to an explosion of recent research. In
particular meta-learning has the potential to alleviate many
of the main criticisms of contemporary deep learning [4], for
instance by providing better data efficiency, exploitation of
prior knowledge transfer, and enabling unsupervised and
self-directed learning. Successful applications have been
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demonstrated in areas spanning few-shot image recognition
[19], [20], unsupervised learning [21], data efficient [22], [23]
and self-directed [24] reinforcement learning (RL), hyper-
parameter optimization [25], and neural architecture search
(NAS) [26]–[28].
Many different perspectives on meta-learning can be
found in the literature. Especially as different communities
use the term somewhat differently, it can be difficult to de-
fine. A perspective related to ours [29] views meta-learning
as a tool to manage the ‘no free lunch’ theorem [30] and
improve generalization by searching for the algorithm (in-
ductive bias) that is best suited to a given problem, or family
of problems. However, taken broadly, this definition can
include transfer, multi-task, feature-selection, and model-
ensemble learning, which are not typically considered as
meta-learning today. Another perspective on meta-learning
[31] broadly covers algorithm selection and configuration
techniques based on dataset features, and becomes hard
to distinguish from automated machine learning (AutoML)
[32]. In this paper, we focus on contemporary neural-network
meta-learning. We take this to mean algorithm or inductive
bias search as per [29], but focus on where this is achieved
by end-to-end learning of an explicitly defined objective function
(such as cross-entropy loss, accuracy or speed).
This paper thus provides a unique, timely, and up-to-
date survey of the rapidly growing area of neural network
meta-learning. In contrast, previous surveys are rather out
of date in this fast moving field, and/or focus on algorithm
selection for data mining [29], [31], [33]–[37], AutoML [32],
or particular applications of meta-learning such as few-shot
learning [38] or neural architecture search [39].
We address both meta-learning methods and applica-
tions. In particular, we first provide a high-level prob-
lem formalization which can be used to understand and
position recent work. We then provide a new taxonomy
of methodologies, in terms of meta-representation, meta-
objective and meta-optimizer. We survey several of the
popular and emerging application areas including few-
shot, reinforcement learning, and architecture search; and
position meta-learning with respect to related topics such
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2as transfer learning, multi-task learning and AutoML. We
conclude by discussing outstanding challenges and areas
for future research.
2 BACKGROUND
Meta-learning is difficult to define, having been used in
various inconsistent ways, even within the contemporary
neural-network literature. In this section, we introduce our
definition and key terminology, which aims to be useful
for understanding a large body of literature. We then po-
sition meta-learning with respect to related topics such as
transfer and multi-task learning, hierarchical models, hyper-
parameter optimization, lifelong/continual learning, and
AutoML.
Meta-learning is most commonly understood as learning
to learn, which refers to the process of improving a learn-
ing algorithm over multiple learning episodes. In contrast,
conventional ML considers the process of improving model
predictions over multiple data instances. During base learn-
ing, an inner (or lower, base) learning algorithm solves a
task such as image classification [15], defined by a dataset
and objective. During meta-learning, an outer (or upper,
meta) algorithm updates the inner learning algorithm, such
that the model learned by the inner algorithm improves
an outer objective. For instance this objective could be
generalization performance or learning speed of the inner
algorithm. Learning episodes of the base task, namely (base
algorithm, trained model, performance) tuples, can be seen
as providing the instances needed by the outer algorithm in
order to learn the base learning algorithm.
As defined above, many conventional machine learning
practices such as random hyper-parameter search by cross-
validation could fall within the definition of meta-learning.
The salient characteristic of contemporary neural-network
meta-learning is an explicitly defined meta-level objective,
and end-to-end optimization of the inner algorithm with
respect to this objective. Often, meta-learning is conducted
on learning episodes sampled from a task family, leading
to a base learning algorithm that is tuned to perform well
on new tasks sampled from this family. This can be a
particularly powerful technique to improve data efficiency
when learning new tasks. However, in a limiting case all
training episodes can be sampled from a single task. In the
following section, we introduce these notions more formally.
2.1 Formalizing Meta-Learning
Conventional Machine Learning In conventional super-
vised machine learning, we are given a training dataset
D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )}, such as (input image, output
label) pairs. We can train a predictive model yˆ = fθ(x)
parameterized by θ, by solving:
θ∗ = argmin
θ
L(D; θ, ω) (1)
where L is a loss function that measures the match between
true labels and those predicted by fθ(·). We include condi-
tion ω to make explicit the dependence of this solution on
factors such as choice of optimizer for θ or function class for
f , which we denote by ω. Generalization is then measured
by evaluating a number of test points with known labels.
The conventional assumption is that this optimization
is performed from scratch for every problem D; and fur-
thermore that ω is pre-specified. However, the specification
ω of ‘how to learn’ θ can dramatically affect generalization,
data-efficiency, computation cost, and so on. Meta-learning
addresses improving performance by learning the learning
algorithm itself, rather than assuming it is pre-specified and
fixed. This is often (but not always) achieved by revisiting
the first assumption above, and learning from a distribution
of tasks rather than from scratch.
Meta-Learning: Task-Distribution View Meta-learning
aims to improve performance by learning ‘how to learn’ [8].
In particular, the vision is often to learn a general purpose
learning algorithm, that can generalize across tasks and
ideally enable each new task to be learned better than the
last. As such ω specifies ‘how to learn’ and is often evaluated
in terms of performance over a distribution of tasks p(T ).
Here we loosely define a task to be a dataset and loss
function T = {D,L}. Learning how to learn thus becomes
min
ω
E
T ∼p(T )
L(D;ω) (2)
where L(D;ω) measures the performance of a model
trained using ω on dataset D. The knowledge ω of ‘how to
learn’ is often referred to as across-task knowledge or meta-
knowledge.
To solve this problem in practice, we usually assume
access to a set of source tasks sampled from p(T ), with
which we learn ω. Formally, we denote the set of M
source tasks used in the meta-training stage as Dsource =
{(Dtrainsource,Dvalsource)(i)}Mi=1 where each task has both training
and validation data. Often, the source train and validation
datasets are respectively called support and query sets. De-
noting the meta-knowledge as ω, the meta-training step of
‘learning how to learn’ is then:
ω∗ = argmax
ω
log p(ω|Dsource) (3)
Now we denote the set of Q target tasks used in the
meta-testing stage as Dtarget = {(Dtraintarget,Dtesttarget)(i)}Qi=1
where each task has both training and test data. In the meta-
testing stage we use the learned meta-knowledge to train
the base model on each previously unseen target task i:
θ∗ (i) = argmax
θ
log p(θ|ω∗,Dtrain (i)target ) (4)
In contrast to conventional learning in Eq. 1, learning
on the training set of a target task i now benefits from meta-
knowledge ω about the algorithm to use. This could take the
form of an estimate of the initial parameters [19], in which
case ω and θ are the same sized objects referring to the same
quantities. However, ω can more generally encode other
objects such as an entire learning model [40] or optimization
strategy [41]. Finally, we can evaluate the accuracy of our
meta-learner by the performance of θ∗ (i) on the test split of
each target task Dtest (i)target .
This setup leads to analogies of conventional underfit-
ting and overfitting: meta-underfitting and meta-overfitting. In
particular, meta-overfitting is an issue whereby the meta-
knowledge learned on the source tasks does not generalize
3to the target tasks. It is relatively common, especially in the
case where only a small number of source tasks are avail-
able. In terms of meta-learning as inductive-bias learning
[29], meta-overfitting corresponds to learning an inductive
bias ω that constrains the hypothesis space of θ too tightly
around solutions to the source tasks.
Meta-Learning: Bilevel Optimization View The previous
discussion outlines the common flow of meta-learning in a
multiple task scenario, but does not specify how to solve
the meta-training step in Eq. 3. This is commonly done
by casting the meta-training step as a bilevel optimization
problem. While this picture is arguably only accurate for
the optimizer-based methods (see section 3.1), it is helpful
to visualize the mechanics of meta-learning more generally.
Bilevel optimization [42] refers to a hierarchical optimiza-
tion problem, where one optimization contains another
optimization as a constraint [25], [43]. Using this notation,
meta-training can be formalised as follows:
ω∗ = arg min
ω
M∑
i=1
Lmeta(θ∗ (i)(ω), ω,Dval (i)source) (5)
s.t. θ∗(i)(ω) = arg min
θ
Ltask(θ, ω,Dtrain (i)source ) (6)
where Lmeta and Ltask refer to the outer and inner ob-
jectives respectively, such as cross entropy in the case of
few-shot classification. A key characteristic of the bilevel
paradigm is the leader-follower asymmetry between the
outer and inner levels respectively: the inner level optimiza-
tion Eq. 6 is conditional on the learning strategy ω defined
by the outer level, but it cannot change ω during its training.
Here ω could indicate an initial condition in non-convex
optimization [19], a hyper-parameter such as regulariza-
tion strength [25], or even a parameterization of the loss
function to optimize Ltask [44]. Section 4.1 discusses the
space of choices for ω in detail. The outer level optimization
trains the learning strategy ω such that it produces models
θ∗ (i)(ω) that perform well on their validation sets after
training. Section 4.2 discusses how to optimize ω in detail.
Note that while Lmeta can measure simple validation per-
formance, we shall see that it can also measure more subtle
quantities such as learning speed and model robustness, as
discussed in Section 4.3.
Finally, we note that the above formalization of meta-
training uses the notion of a distribution over tasks, and
using M samples from that distribution. While this is pow-
erful, and widely used in the meta-learning literature, it is
not a necessary condition for meta-learning. More formally,
if we are given a single train and test dataset, we can split
the training set to get validation data such that Dsource =
(Dtrainsource,Dvalsource) for meta-training, and for meta-testing
we can use Dtarget = (Dtrainsource ∪ Dvalsource,Dtesttarget). We still
learn ω over several episodes, and one could consider that
M = Q = 1, although different train-val splits are usually
used during meta-training.
Meta-Learning: Feed-Forward Model View As we will
see, there are a number of meta-learning approaches that
synthesize models in a feed-forward manner, rather than via
an explicit iterative optimization as in Eqs. 5-6 above. While
they vary in their degree of complexity, it can be instructive
to understand this family of approaches by instantiating the
abstract objective in Eq. 2 to define a toy example for meta-
training linear regression [45].
min
ω
E
T ∼p(T )
(Dtr,Dval)∈T
∑
(x,y)∈Dval
[
(xTgω(Dtr)− y)2
]
(7)
Here we can see that we meta-train by optimising over a
distribution of tasks. For each task a train and validation
(aka query and support) set is drawn. The train set Dtr is
embedded into a vector gω which defines the linear regres-
sion weights to predict examples x drawn from the test set.
Optimising the above objective thus ‘learns how to learn’ by
training the function gω to instantiate a learning algorithm
that maps a training set to a weight vector. Thus if a novel
meta-test task T te is drawn from p(T ) we might also expect
gω to provide a good solution. Different methods in this
family vary in the complexity of the predictive model used
(parameters g that they instantiate), and how the support
set is embedded (e.g., by simple pooling, CNN or RNN).
2.2 Historical Context of Meta-Learning
Meta-learning first appears in the literature in 1987 in two
separate and independent pieces of work, by J. Schmid-
huber and G. Hinton [17], [46]. Schmidhuber [17] set the
theoretical framework for a new family of methods that
can learn how to learn, using self-referential learning. Self-
referential learning involves training neural networks that
can receive as inputs their own weights and predict updates
for said weights. Schmidhuber further proposed that the
model itself can be learned using evolutionary algorithms.
Hinton et al. [46] proposed the usage of two weights per
neural network connection instead of one. The first weight is
the standard slow-weight which acquires knowledge slowly
(called slow-knowledge) over optimizer updates, whereas the
second weight or fast-weight acquires knowledge quickly
(called fast-knowledge) during inference. The fast weight’s
responsibility is to be able to deblur or recover slow weights
learned in the past, that have since been forgotten due to
optimizer updates. Both of these papers introduce funda-
mental concepts that later on branch out and give rise to
contemporary meta-learning.
After the introduction of meta-learning, one can see a
rapid increase in the usage of the idea in multiple dif-
ferent areas. Bengio et al. [47], [48] proposed systems that
attempt to meta-learn biologically plausible learning rules.
Schmidhuber et al.continued to explore self-referential sys-
tems and meta-learning in subsequent work [49], [50]. S.
Thrun et al.coined the term learning to learn in [8] as an
alternative to meta-learning and proceeded to explore and
dissect available literature in meta-learning in search for
a general meta-learning definition. Proposals for training
meta-learning systems using gradient descent and back-
propagation were first made in 2001 [51], [52]. Additional
overviews of the meta-learning literature shortly followed
[29]. Meta-learning was first used in reinforcement learning
in work by Schweighofer et al. [53] after which came the first
usage of meta-learning in zero-shot learning by Larochelle
et al. [54]. Finally in 2012 Thrun et al. [8] re-introduced meta-
learning in the modern era of deep neural networks, which
4marked the beginning of modern meta-learning of the type
discussed in this survey.
Meta-Learning is also closely related to methods for
hierarchical and multi-level models in statistics for grouped
data. In such hierarchical models, grouped data elements
are modelled with a within-group model and the differences
between each group is modelled with an between-group
model. Examples of such hierarchical models in the machine
learning literature include topic models such as Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [55] and its variants. In topic models,
a model for a new document is learnt from the document’s
data; the learning of that model is guided by the set of topics
already learnt from the whole corpus. Hierarchical models
are discussed further in Section 2.3.
2.3 Related Fields
Here we position meta-learning against related areas, which
is often the source of confusion in the literature.
Transfer Learning (TL) TL [34] uses past experience of
a source task to improve learning (speed, data efficiency,
accuracy) on a target task – by transferring a parameter
prior, initial condition, or feature extractor [56] from the
solution of a previous task. TL refers both to this endeavour
to a problem area. In contemporary neural network context
it often refers to a particular methodology of parameter
transfer plus optional fine tuning (although there are nu-
merous other approaches to this problem [34]).
While TL can refer to a problem area, meta-learning
refers to a methodology which can be used to improve
TL as well as other problems. TL as a methodology is
differentiated to meta-learning as the prior is extracted by
vanilla learning on the source task without the use of a
meta-objective. In meta-learning, the corresponding prior
would be defined by an outer optimization that evaluates
how well the prior performs when helping to learn a new
task, as illustrated, e.g., by MAML [19]. More generally,
meta-learning deals with a much wider range of meta-
representations than solely model parameters (Section 4.1).
Domain Adaptation (DA) and Domain Generalization
(DG)
Domain-shift refers to the situation where source and
target tasks have the same classes but the input distribution
of the target task is shifted with respect to the source
task [34], [57], leading to reduced model performance upon
transfer. DA is a variant of transfer learning that attempts
to alleviate this issue by adapting the source-trained model
using sparse or unlabeled data from the target. DG refers
to methods to train a source model to be robust to such
domain-shift without further adaptation. Many methods
have been studied [34], [57], [58] to transfer knowledge and
boost performance in the target domain. However, as for
TL, vanilla DA and DG are differentiated in that there is no
meta-objective that optimizes ‘how to learn’ across domains.
Meanwhile, meta-learning methods can be used to perform
both DA and DG, which we cover in section 5.9.
Continual learning (CL) Continual and lifelong learning
[59], [60] refer to the ability to learn on a sequence of tasks
drawn from a potentially non-stationary distribution, and
in particular seek to do so while accelerating learning new
tasks and without forgetting old tasks. It is related insofar
as working with a task distribution, and that the goal is
partly to accelerate learning of a target task. However most
continual learning methodologies are not meta-learning
methodologies since this meta objective is not solved for
explicitly. Nevertheless, meta-learning provides a potential
framework to advance continual learning, and a few recent
studies have begun to do so by developing meta-objectives
that encode continual learning performance [61]–[63].
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) aims to jointly learn several
related tasks, and benefits from the effect regularization due
to parameter sharing and of the diversity of the resulting
shared representation [64]–[66]. Like TL, DA, and CL, con-
ventional MTL is a single-level optimization without a meta-
objective. Furthermore, the goal of MTL is to solve a fixed
number of known tasks, whereas the point of meta-learning
is often to solve unseen future tasks. Nonetheless, meta-
learning can be brought in to benefit MTL, e.g. by learning
the relatedness between tasks [67], or how to prioritise
among multiple tasks [68].
Hyperparameter Optimization (HO) is within the remit
of meta-learning, in that hyperparameters such as learn-
ing rate or regularization strength can be included in the
definition of ‘how to learn’. Here we focus on HO tasks
defining a meta objective that is trained end-to-end with
neural networks. This includes some work in HO, such
as gradient-based hyperparameter learning [67] and neural
architecture search [26]. But we exclude other approaches
like random search [69] and Bayesian Hyperparameter Op-
timization [70], which are rarely considered to be meta-
learning.
Hierarchical Bayesian Models (HBM) involve Bayesian
learning of parameters θ under a prior p(θ|ω). The prior is
written as a conditional density on some other variable ω
which has its own prior p(ω). Hierarchical Bayesian models
feature strongly as models for grouped data D = {Di|i =
1, 2, . . . ,M}, where each group i has its own θi.
The full model is
[∏M
i=1 p(Di|θi)p(θi|ω)
]
p(ω). The levels
of hierarchy can be increased further; in particular ω can
itself be parameterized, and hence p(ω) can be learnt.
Learning is usually full-pipeline, but using some form
of Bayesian marginalisation to compute the posterior over
ω: P (ω|D) ∼ p(ω)∏Mi=1 ∫ dθip(Di|θi)p(θi|ω). The ease of
doing the marginalisation depends on the model: in some
(e.g. Latent Dirichlet Allocation [55]) the marginalisation is
exact due to the choice of conjugate exponential models,
in others (see e.g. [71]), a stochastic variational approach is
used to calculate an approximate posterior, from which a
lower bound to the marginal likelihood is computed.
Bayesian hierarchical models provide a valuable view-
point for meta-learning, in that they provide a modeling
rather than an algorithmic framework for understanding the
meta-learning process. In practice, prior work in Bayesian
hierarchical models has typically focused on learning sim-
ple tractable models θ; most meta-learning work however
considers complex inner-loop learning processes, involving
many iterations. Nonetheless, some meta-learning methods
like MAML [19] can be understood through the lens of
HBMs [72].
AutoML: AutoML [31], [32] is a rather broad umbrella
5for approaches aiming to automate parts of the machine
learning process that are typically manual, such as data
preparation and cleaning, feature selection, algorithm se-
lection, hyper-parameter tuning, architecture search, and
so on. AutoML often makes use of numerous heuristics
outside the scope of meta-learning as defined here, and
addresses tasks such as data cleaning that are less central
to meta-learning. However, AutoML sometimes makes use
of meta-learning as we define it here in terms of end-to-end
optimization of a meta-objective, so meta-learning can be
seen as a specialization of AutoML.
3 TAXONOMY
3.1 Previous Taxonomies
Previous [73], [74] categorizations of meta-learning meth-
ods have tended to produce a three-way taxonomy across
optimization-based methods, model-based (or black box)
methods, and metric-based (or non-parametric) methods.
Optimization Optimization-based methods include those
where the inner-level task (Eq. 6) is literally solved as
an optimization problem, and focuses on extracting meta-
knowledge ω required to improve optimization perfor-
mance. The most famous of these is perhaps MAML [19],
where the meta-knowledge ω is the initialization of the
model parameters in the inner optimization, namely θ0. The
goal is to learn θ0 such that a small number of inner steps on
a small number of train instances produces a classifier that
performs well on validation data. This is also performed
by gradient descent, differentiating through the updates to
the base model. More elaborate alternatives also learn step
sizes [75], [76] or train recurrent networks to predict steps
from gradients [41], [77], [78]. Meta-optimization by gradi-
ent leads to the challenge of efficiently evaluating expen-
sive second-order derivatives and differentiating through a
graph of potentially thousands of inner optimization steps
(see Section 6). For this reason it is often applied to few-shot
learning where few inner-loop steps may be sufficient.
Black Box / Model-based In model-based (or black-box)
methods the inner learning step (Eq. 6, Eq. 4) is wrapped up
in the feed-forward pass of a single model, as illustrated
in Eq. 7. The model embeds the current dataset D into
activation state, with predictions for test data being made
based on this state. Typical architectures include recurrent
networks [41], [51], convolutional networks [40] or hyper-
networks [79], [80] that embed training instances and labels
of a given task to define a predictor that inputs testing
example and predicts its label. In this case all the inner-
level learning is contained in the activation states of the
model and is entirely feed-forward. Outer-level learning
is performed with ω containing the CNN, RNN or hyper-
network parameters. The outer and inner-level optimiza-
tions are tightly coupled as ω directly specifies θ. Memory-
augmented neural networks [81] use an explicit storage
buffer and can also be used as a model-based algorithm [82],
[83]. It has been observed that model-based approaches are
usually less able to generalize to out-of-distribution tasks
than optimization-based methods [84]. Furthermore, while
they are often very good at data efficient few-shot learning,
they have been criticised for being asymptotically weaker
[84] as it isn’t clear that black-box models can successfully
embed a large training set into a rich base model.
Metric-Learning Metric-learning or non-parametric algo-
rithms are thus far largely restricted to the popular but spe-
cific few-shot application of meta-learning (Section 5.1.1).
The idea is to perform non-parametric ‘learning’ at the inner
(task) level by simply comparing validation points with
training points and predicting the label of matching training
points. In chronological order, this has been achieved with
methods such as siamese networks [85], matching networks
[86], prototypical networks [20], relation networks [87], and
graph neural networks [88]. Here the outer-level learning
corresponds to metric learning (finding a feature extractor
ω that encodes the data to a representation suitable for
comparison). As before ω is learned on source tasks, and
used for target tasks.
Discussion The common breakdown reviewed above
does not expose all facets of interest and is insufficient to
understand the connections between the wide variety of
meta-learning frameworks available today. In the following
subsections we therefore present a new cross-cutting break-
down of meta-learning methods.
3.2 Proposed Taxonomy
We introduce a new breakdown along three independent
axes. For each axis we provide a taxonomy that reflects the
current meta-learning landscape.
Meta-Representation (“What?”) The first axis is the
choice of representation of meta-knowledge ω. This could
span an estimate of model parameters [19] used for opti-
mizer initialization, to readable code in the case of program
induction [89]. Note that the base model representation θ
is usually application-specific, for example a convolutional
neural network (CNN) [1] in the case of computer vision.
Meta-Optimizer (“How?”) The second axis is the choice
of optimizer to use for the outer level during meta-training
(see Eq. 5)1. The outer-level optimizer for ω can take a va-
riety of forms from gradient-descent [19], to reinforcement
learning [89] and evolutionary search [23].
Meta-Objective (“Why?”) The third axis is the goal of
meta-learning which is determined by choice of meta-
objective Lmeta (Eq. 5), task distribution p(T ), and data-
flow between the two levels. Together these can customize
meta-learning for different purposes such as sample efficient
few-shot learning [19], [40], fast many-shot optimization
[89], [91], or robustness to domain-shift [44], [92], label noise
[93], and adversarial attack [94].
4 SURVEY: METHODOLOGIES
In this section we break down existing literature according
to our proposed new methodological taxonomy.
1. In contrast, the inner level optimizer for θ (Eq. 6) may be specified
by the application at hand (e.g., gradient-descent supervised learning
of cross-entropy loss in the case of image recognition [1], or policy-
gradient reinforcement learning in the case of continuous control [90]).
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Fig. 1. Overview of the meta-learning landscape including algorithm design (meta-optimizer, meta-representation, meta-objective), and applications.
4.1 Meta-Representation
Meta-learning methods make different choices about what
ω should be, i.e. which aspects of the learning strategy
should be learned; and (by exclusion) which aspects should
be considered fixed.
Parameter Initialization In this first family of methods ω
corresponds to the initial parameters of a neural network.
In MAML [19], [95], [96] these are interpreted as initial
conditions of the inner optimization. A good initialization
is just a few gradient steps away from a solution to any
task T drawn from p(T ). These approaches are widely
used for few-shot learning, where target problems can be
learned without over-fitting using few examples, given such
a carefully chosen initial condition. A key challenge with
this approach is that the outer optimization needs to solve
for as many parameters as the inner optimization (poten-
tially hundreds of millions in large CNNs). This leads to a
line of work on isolating a subset of parameters to meta-
learn. For example by subspace [74], [97], by layer [79],
[97], [98], or by separating out scale and shift [99]. While
inner loop initialization is a popular and effective choice of
meta-representation, a key debate here is whether a single
initial condition is sufficient to provide fast learning for a
wide range of potential tasks, or if one is limited to fairly
narrow distributions p(T ). This has led to variants that
model mixtures over multiple initial conditions [97], [100],
[101].
Optimizer The above parameter-centric methods usually
rely on existing optimizers such as SGD with momentum
or Adam [102] to refine the initialization when given some
new task. Rather than relying on hand-designed optimizers,
optimizer-centric approaches [41], [77], [78], [91] focus on
learning the inner optimizer by training a function that takes
as input optimization states such as θ and ∇θLtask and
produces the optimization step to take at each base learning
iteration. The trainable component ω can span simple hyper-
parameters such as a fixed step size [75], [76] to more
sophisticated pre-conditioning matrices [103]. Ultimately ω
can be used to define a full gradient-based optimizer in the
sense of defining a complex non-linear transformation of
the input gradient and other metadata [41], [78], [89], [91].
The parameters to learn here can potentially be few if the
optimizer is applied coordinate-wise across weights [78].
The initialization-centric and optimizer-centric methods can
be merged by learning them jointly, namely having the
former learn the initial condition for the latter [41], [75].
Optimizer learning methods have both been applied to for
few-shot learning [41] and to accelerate and improve many-
shot learning [78], [89], [91]. Finally, one can also meta-learn
black-box zeroth-order optimizers [104] that only require
evaluations of Ltask rather than optimizer states such as
gradients. These have been shown [104] to be competitive
with conventional Bayesian Optimization [70] alternatives.
Black-Box Models (Recurrent, Convolutional, HyperNet-
work) Another family of models trains learners ω that
provide a feed-forward mapping directly from the support
set to the parameters required to classify test instances,
i.e., θ = gω(Dtrain) – rather than relying on gradient
[78] (or zero-order [104]) iterative optimization of θ. These
correspond to the black-box model-based learning in the
conventional taxonomy (Section 3.1). Embedding the sup-
port set is commonly achieved by recurrent networks [51],
[105], [106] or convolution [40].
These methods have strong connections to Hypernet-
works. Hypernetworks [107], [108] are networks that gen-
erate the weights of another neural network conditioned
on some embedding – and are often used for compression
or multi-task learning. Hypernetworks can also be used to
synthesize predictive models by conditioning on an em-
bedding of the source (aka. support) dataset [97], [109].
In this case ω is the weight synthesis hypernetwork that
produces θ given a support set in a feed-forward pass. Fi-
nally, memory-augmented neural networks have the ability
to remember old data and assimilate new data quickly, and
typically fall in the black-box model category as well. In
[82], the authors adapt Neural Turing Machines [81] to the
meta-learning setting by changing their memory retrieval
mechanism. Meta networks [83] then improve on this model
by combining fast weights (predicted per task by a network)
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access memory. We note that some methods implement both
model-based and initial-condition [97] or optimizer-centric
[98] meta-learning in a single framework.
Embedding Functions (Metric Learning) This category of
methods are inspired by metric-learning approaches in con-
ventional machine learning, and are therefore categorised
as such in the conventional taxonomy (Section 3.1). They
are mainly applied to few-shot learning. Here the meta-
optimization process learns an embedding network ω that
transforms raw inputs into a representation suitable for
recognition by simple similarity comparison between query
and support instances [20], [79], [86], [110] (e.g., with cosine
similarity or euclidean distance).
However, metric-learning methods can be seen to be a
special case of the feed-forward black-box models above.
This is clearly the case for methods that produce logits
based on inner product between the embeddings of support
and query images xs and xq as gTω (xq)gω(xs) [79], [110].
Here the support image generates weights to interpret the
query example, making it a special case of a BBM where the
‘hypernetwork’ generates a linear classifier for the query set.
Vanilla methods in this family have been further enhanced
by making the embedding task-conditional [98], [111] or
learning a more elaborate comparison metric [87], [88].
Losses and Auxiliary Tasks Analogously to the meta-
learning approach to optimizer design, these approaches
aim to learn the inner task-loss Ltaskω (·) for the base model.
Loss-learning approaches typically define a small neural
network that inputs quantities that are typically inputs to
losses (e.g., predictions, features, or model parameters) and
outputs a scalar to be treated as a loss by the inner (task)
optimizer. This has potential benefits such as leading to a
learned loss that is easier to optimize (e.g., less local minima)
than commonly used ones [23], [112], [113], leads to faster
learning with improved generalization [45], [114], [115], or
one whose minima correspond to a model more robust to
domain shift [44]. Furthermore, loss learning methods have
also been used to learn to learn from unlabeled instances
[98], [116]. Other applications include learning Ltaskω () as
a differentiable approximation to a true non-differentiable
task loss such as area under precision recall curve [117],
[118].
Loss learning also arises in generalizations of self-
supervised [119], [120] or auxiliary task [121] learning.
In these problems unsupervised predictive tasks (such as
colourising pixels in vision [119], or simply changing pixels
in RL [121]) are defined and optimized in a multi-task
manner with the main task, but with the aim of improving
the representation in support of the main task. In this
case the best auxiliary task (loss) to use can be hard to
predict in advance, so meta-learning can be used to select
among several auxiliary losses according to their impact on
improving main task learning. I.e., ω is a per-auxiliary task
weight [68]. More generally, one can meta-learn an auxiliary
task generator that annotates examples with auxiliary labels
for the main multi-task model to predict [122].
Architectures Architecture discovery has always been an
important area in neural networks [39], [123], and one that
is not amenable to simple exhaustive search. Meta-Learning
can be used to automate this very expensive process by
learning architectures. Early attempts use RL and LSTMs to
learn to generate a description for a good architecture [28].
Evolutionary Algorithms [27] were also used in an attempt
to learn blocks within architectures modelled as graphs
which could mutate by editing their graph. Gradient-based
architecture representations have also been visited in the
form of DARTS [26] where the forward pass during training
consists in a softmax across the outputs of all possible layers
in a given block, which are weighted by coefficients to be
meta learned (i.e. ω). During meta-test, the architecture is
discretized by only keeping the layers corresponding to the
highest coefficients. The coefficients are learned greedily by
alternating a single inner step and a single outer step to
update architecture coefficients and network weights. Since
DARTS is still relatively slow and of limited accuracy, recent
efforts have focused on making architecture learning more
efficient through better differentiable approximations [124],
learning easy to adapt initializations [125], or architecture
priors [126]. More details on neural architecture search can
be found in Section 5.4.
Attention Modules Attention mechanisms have been
shown to improve generalization performance and inter-
pretability. Such mechanisms have also formed part of the
meta-representation of various meta-learning models. For
example, they have been used as comparators of support
and target set items for metric-based transductive meta-
learners [127], as well as feature extractors to prevent
catastrophic forgetting in few-shot continual learning [128].
More recently, attention was also used to summarize the
distribution of an incoming text classification task [129].
Modules Modular meta-learning [130], [131] assumes that
the task agnostic knowledge ω defines a set of modules,
which are re-composed in a task specific manner defined by
θ in order to solve each encountered task. These strategies
can be seen as meta-learning generalizations of the typical
structural approaches to knowledge sharing that are well
studied in multi-task and transfer learning [65], [66], [132].
Hyper-parameters In these methods ω includes hyperpa-
rameters of the base learning algorithm such as regulariza-
tion strength [25], per-parameter regularization [92], task-
relatedness in multi-task learning [67], or sparsity strength
in data cleansing [67]. Note that hyperparameters such
as step size and direction [75], [76] can be seen as part
of definition of the optimizer, and as such leads to an
overlap between hyper-parameter and optimizer learning
categories.
Data Augmentation In supervised learning it is common
to improve generalization by synthesizing more training
data through label-preserving transformations on the ex-
isting data. The data augmentation operation is wrapped
up in optimization steps of the inner problem Eq. 6, and
is conventionally hand-designed. However, when ω defines
the data augmentation strategy, it can be learned by the
outer optimization in Eq. 5 in order to maximize validation
performance [133]. Since augmentation operations are typi-
cally non-differentiable, this requires reinforcement learning
[133], discrete gradient-estimators [134], or evolutionary
[135] methods. An open question is whether powerful GAN-
based data augmentation methods [136] can be used in
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Minibatch Selection, Sample Weights, and Curriculum
Learning When the base algorithm is minibatch-based
stochastic gradient descent, a design parameter of the
learning strategy is the batch selection process. Various
hand-designed methods [137] exist to improve on classic
randomly-sampled minibatches. Meta-learning approaches
to mini-batch selection define ω as an instance selection
probability [138] or small neural network that picks or
excludes instances [139] for inclusion in the next minibatch,
while the meta-loss can be defined as the learning progress
of the base model given the defined mini-batch selector.
Such selection methods can also provide a way to auto-
mate the learning of a curriculum. In conventional machine
learning, curricula are sequences of data or concepts to learn
that are hand-designed to produce better performance than
learning items in a random order [140], for instance by
focusing on instances of the right difficulty while rejecting
too hard or too easy (already learned) instances. Meta-
learning has the potential to automate this process and select
examples of the right difficulty by defining the teaching
policy as the meta-knowledge and training it to optimize
the progress of the student [139], [141].
Related to mini-batch selection policies are methods that
learn per-sample loss weights ω for the training set [142],
[143]. This can be used to learn under label-noise by dis-
counting noisy samples [142], [143], discount outliers [67],
or correct for class imbalance [142].
Datasets, Labels and Environments Perhaps the
strangest choice of meta-representation is the support
dataset itself. This departs from our initial formalization
of meta-learning which considers the source datasets to
be fixed (Section 2.1, Eqs. 2-3). However, it can be easily
understood in the bilevel view of Eqs. 5-6. If the validation
set in the upper optimization is real and fixed, and a train
set in the lower optimization is paramaterized by ω, the
training dataset can be tuned by meta-learning to optimize
validation performance.
In dataset distillation [144], [145], the support images
themselves are learned such that a few steps on them
allows for good generalization on real query images. This
can be used to summarize large datasets into a handful
of images, which is useful for replay in continual learning
where streaming datasets cannot be stored.
Rather than learning the input images x for fixed labels
y, one can also learn the input labels y for fixed images x.
This can be used in semi-supervised learning, for example
to directly learn the unlabeled set’s labels to optimize vali-
dation set performance [146], or to train a label generation
function [147].
In the case of sim2real learning [148] in computer vision
or reinforcement learning, one uses an environment sim-
ulator to generate data for training. In this case one can
also train the graphics engine [149] or simulator [150] so
as to optimize the real-data (validation) performance of the
downstream model after training on data generated by that
environment simulator.
Discussion: Transductive Representations and Methods
Most of the representations ω discussed above are param-
eter vectors of functions that process or generate data.
However a few of the representations mentioned are trans-
ductive in the sense that the ω literally corresponds to data
points [144], labels [146], or per-sample weights [142]. This
means that the number of parameters in ω to meta-learn
scales as the size of the dataset. While the success of these
methods is a testament to the capabilities of contemporary
meta-learning [145], this property may ultimately limit their
scalability.
Distinct from a transductive representation are methods
that are transductive in the sense that they are designed to
operate on the query instances as well as support instances
[98], [122].
Discussion: Interpretable Symbolic Representations A
cross-cutting distinction that can be made across many of
the meta-representations discussed above is between unin-
terpretable (sub-symbolic) and human interpretable (sym-
bolic) representations. Sub-symbolic representations such
as when ω parameterizes a neural network [78], are more
commonly studied and make up the majority of studies
cited above. However, meta-learning with symbolic rep-
resentations is also possible, where ω represents symbolic
functions that are human readable as a piece of program
code [89], comparable to Adam [102]. Rather than neural
loss functions [44], one can train symbolic losses ω that are
defined by an expression comparable to cross-entropy [115].
One can also meta-learn new symbolic activations [151]
that outperform standards such as ReLU. As these meta-
representations are non-smooth, the meta-objective is non-
differentiable and is harder to optimize (see Section 4.2).
So the upper optimization for ω typically uses RL [89] or
evolutionary algorithms [115]. However, symbolic represen-
tations may have an advantage [89], [115], [151] in their
ability to generalize across task families. I.e., to span wider
distributions p(T ) with a single ω during meta-training, or
to have the learned ω generalize to an out of distribution
task during meta-testing (see Section 6).
4.2 Meta-Optimizer
Given a choice of which facet of the learning strategy to
optimize (as summarised above), the next axis of meta-
learner design is actual outer (meta) optimization strategy
to use for tuning ω.
Gradient A large family of methods use gradient descent
on the meta parameters ω [19], [41], [44], [67]. This requires
computing derivatives dLmeta/dω of the outer objective,
which are typically connected via the chain rule to the model
parameter θ, dLmeta/dω = (dLmeta/dθ)(dθ/dω). These
methods are potentially the most efficient as they exploit an-
alytical gradients of ω. However key challenges include: (i)
Efficiently differentiating through long computation graphs
where the inner optimization uses many steps, for example
through careful design of auto-differentiation algorithms
[25], [178] and implicit differentiation [145], [153], [179],
and dealing tractably with the required second-order gradi-
ents [180]. (ii) Reducing the inevitable gradient degradation
problems whose severity increases with the number of inner
loop optimization steps. (iii) Calculating gradients when
the base learner, ω, or Ltask include discrete or other non-
differentiable operations.
9Meta-Representation Meta-Optimizer
Gradient RL Evolution
Initial Condition [19], [75], [84], [99], [152], [152]–[154] [155]–[157] [19], [61], [62] [158], [159]
Optimizer [78], [91] [41], [75], [103], [160], [161] [77], [89]
Hyperparam [25] [162], [163] [159] [164]
Black-box model [40], [82], [165], [166] [22], [106], [109]
Metric [20], [86], [87]
Loss/Reward [44], [92] [118] [117] [113], [167] [115] [23] [164]
Architecture [26] [125] [28] [27]
Exploration Policy [24], [168]–[172]
Dataset/Environment [144] [146] [149] [150]
Instance Weights [142]
Feature/Metric [20], [86]–[88]
Data Augmentation/Noise Generator [134] [173] [174] [133] [135]
Modules [130], [131]
Annotation Policy [175], [176] [177]
TABLE 1
Classification of research papers according to our taxonomy. We use color to indicate salient meta-objective or application goal focus. We focus on
the main goal of each paper for simplicity. The color code is as follows: sample efficiency (red), learning speed (green), asymptotic performance
(purple), cross-domain (blue).
Reinforcement Learning When the base learner includes
non-differentiable steps [133], or the meta-objective Lmeta
is itself non-differentiable [117], many methods [22] resort
to RL to optimize the outer objective Eq. 5. This estimates
the gradient ∇ωLmeta, typically using the policy gradient
theorem. However, alleviating the requirement for differ-
entiability in this way is typically extremely costly. High-
variance policy-gradient estimates for ∇ωLmeta mean that
many outer-level optimization steps are required to con-
verge, and each of these steps are themselves costly due
to wrapping task-model optimization within them.
Evolution Another approach for optimizing the meta-
objective are evolutionary algorithms (EA) [17], [123], [181].
Many evolutionary algorithms have strong connections to
reinforcement learning algorithms [182]. However, their
performance does not depend on the length and reward
sparsity of the inner optimization as for RL.
EAs are attractive for several reasons [181] : (i) They can
optimize any type of base model and meta-objective with
no requirement on differentiability. (ii) They do not rely on
backpropagation, which rectifies both gradient degradation
issues and avoids the cost of high-order gradient compu-
tation required by conventional gradient-based methods
above. (iii) They are highly parallelizable, making meta-
training more easily scalable. (iv) By maintaining a diverse
population of solutions, they can avoid local minima that
plague gradient-based methods [123]. However, they have
a number of disadvantages: (i) The size of the population
required to train a model increases rapidly with the number
of learn-able parameters. (ii) They can be sensitive to the
mutation strategy (e.g., magnitude and direction of noise)
and thus may require careful hyperparameter optimization.
(iii) Their fitting ability is generally inferior to gradient-
based methods, especially for large models such as CNNs.
EAs are relatively more commonly applied in RL ap-
plications [23], [158] (where models are typically smaller,
and inner optimizations are long and non-differentiable).
However they have also been applied to learn learning
rules [183], optimizers [184], architectures [27], [123] and
data augmentation strategies [135] in supervised learning.
They are also particularly important in learning human
interpretable symbolic meta-representations [115].
4.3 Meta-Objective and Episode Design
The final component is to define the goal of the meta-
learning method through choice of meta-objective Lmeta,
and associated data flow between inner loop episodes and
outer optimizations. Most methods in the literature rely on
some form of performance metric computed on a validation
set, after updating the task model with ω, and using this
metric as the meta-objective. This is in line with classic
validation set-based approaches to hyperparameter tuning
and architecture selection. However, within this framework,
there are several design options:
Many vs Few-Shot Episode Design According to
whether the goal is improving few- or many-shot perfor-
mance, inner loop learning episodes may be defined with
many [67], [89], [91] or few- [19], [41] examples per-task.
Fast Adaptation vs Asymptotic Performance When val-
idation loss is computed at the end of the inner learning
episode, meta-training encourages better final performance
of the base task. When it is computed as the sum of the
validation loss after each inner optimization step, then meta-
training also encourages faster learning in the base task [76],
[89], [91]. Most RL applications also use this latter setting.
Multi vs Single-Task When the goal is to tune the learner
to better solve any task drawn from a given family, then
inner loop learning episodes correspond to a randomly
drawn task from p(T ) [19], [20], [44]. When the goal is to
tune the learner to simply solve one specific task better, then
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the inner loop learning episodes all draw data from the same
underlying task [67], [78], [162], [167], [168], [185].
It is worth noting that these two meta-objectives tend
to have different assumptions and value propositions. The
multi-task objective obviously requires a task family p(T )
to work with, which single-task does not. Meanwhile for
multi-task, the data and compute cost of meta-training can
be amortized by potentially boosting the performance of
multiple target tasks during meta-test; but single-task –
without the new tasks for amortization – needs to improve
the final solution or asymptotic performance of the current
task, or meta-learn fast enough to be online.
Online vs Offline While the classic meta-learning
pipeline defines the meta-optimization as an outer-loop of
the inner base learner [19], [78], some studies have at-
tempted to preform meta-optimization online within a single
base learning episode [44], [167], [185], [186]. In this case
the base model θ and learner ω co-evolve during a single
episode. Since there is now no set of learning operations to
amortize over, meta-learning needs to be fast compared to
base model learning in order to benefit sample or compute
efficiency.
Other Episode Design Factors Other operators can be
inserted into the episode generation pipeline to customize
meta-learning for particular applications. For example one
can simulate domain-shift between training and validation
to meta-optimize for good performance under domain-shift
[44], [92]; simulate network compression such as quantiza-
tion [187] between training and validation to meta-optimize
for good network compressibility; provide noisy labels dur-
ing meta-training to optimize for label-noise robustness [93],
or generate an adversarial validation set to meta-optimize
for adversarial defense [94]. These opportunities are ex-
plored in more detail in the following applications section.
5 APPLICATIONS
In this section we discuss the ways in which meta-learning
has been exploited – in terms of application domains
such as computer vision and reinforcement learning and
cross-cutting problems such as architecture search, hyper-
parameter optimization, Bayesian and unsupervised meta-
learning.
5.1 Computer Vision and Graphics
Computer vision is one of the major consumer domains of
meta-learning techniques. This is particularly driven by the
impact of meta-learning on few-shot learning which holds
promise to deal with the challenge posed by the long-tail of
concepts to recognise in vision.
5.1.1 Few-Shot Learning Methods
Few-shot learning (FSL) is extremely challenging, especially
for large neural network models [1], [15], where data vol-
ume is often the dominant factor in performance [188], and
training large models with small datasets leads to over-
fitting or even non-convergence. Meta-learning-based few-
shot learning methods train algorithms that enable powerful
deep networks to successfully learn on small datasets. There
are numerous vision problems where meta-learning helps
in the few-shot setting, and we provide a non-exhaustive
summary as follows.
Classification The most common application of meta-
learning thus far is few-shot multi-class classification in
image recognition, where the inner and outer loss functions
are typically the cross entropy over training and validation
data respectively [19], [20], [41], [73], [75], [76], [86], [88],
[97], [98], [101], [161], [189]–[193]. Optimizer-centric [19],
black-box [40], [79] and metric learning [86]–[88] models
have all been considered. Relevant benchmarks are covered
in Section 5.1.2.
This line of work has led to a steady improvement in
performance compared to early methods [19], [85], [86].
However, performance is still far behind that of fully super-
vised methods, so there is more work to be done. Current
research issues include few-shot models with better cross-
domain generalization [173], recognition within the joint
label space defined by meta-train and meta-test classes [80],
and incremental addition of new few-shot classes [128],
[165].
Object Detection Building on the rapid progress in few-
shot classification, recent work has also generalized to few-
shot object detection [165], [194], often using feed-forward
hypernetwork-based approaches to embed support set im-
ages and synthesize final layer classification weights in the
base model.
Landmark Prediction The goal of landmark estimation
is to find the location of skeleton key points within an
image, such as such as joints in human or robot images. This
is typically formulated as an image-conditional regression
problem. For example, a MAML-based model was shown
to work for human pose estimation [195], modular-meta-
learning was successfully applied to robotics [130], while a
hypernetwork-based model was applied to few-shot clothes
fitting for novel fashion items [165].
Object Segmentation Few-shot object segmentation is
important due to the cost of obtaining pixel-wise labeled
images in this domain. Meta-learning methods based on
hypernetworks have been shown to work in the one-shot
regime [196], and performance was later improved by
adapting prototypical networks [197]. Other models tackle
cases where segmentation has low density [198].
Image Generation In [199] an amortized probabilistic
meta-learner is used to generate multiple views of an object
from just a single image, and talking faces are generated
from little data by learning the initialization of an adversar-
ial model for quick adaptation [200].
Video Synthesis In [201], the authors propose meta-
learning a weight generator that takes as input a few frames
and generates a network that can achieve strong results in
video synthesis for the given task.
Density Estimation Since autoregressive models typically
require large depths to capture the distribution of the data,
the few-shot regime lands itself to overfitting and is partic-
ularly challenging. Meta-learning coupled with an attention
mechanism has shown to enable PixelCNNs to shine in such
a regime [202].
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5.1.2 Few-Shot Learning Benchmarks
Progress in AI and machine learning is often measured
by, and spurred by, well designed benchmarks [203]. In
machine learning, a benchmark is composed by a dataset
and a task that a model should perform well on, while
generalising from training to testing instances from within
that dataset. In meta-learning, benchmark design is more
complex, since we are often dealing with a learner that
should be (meta) trained on a set of tasks, after which it
should generalize to learning on previously unseen tasks.
Benchmark design is thus more complex due to the need to
define families of tasks from which meta-training and meta-
testing tasks can be drawn. In this section we will outline
the main few-shot benchmarks.
Benchmarks and Setup
Most FSL studies consider the set-to-set setting, where
a model must learn to do well in a large number of small
few-shot learning tasks. Each such task is composed of a
small training set (referred to as a support set) consisting
of a number of a few labelled examples from a number of
classes and a small validation set (referred to as a query
set) consisting of previously unseen instances of the same
classes contained in the support set. A learner should be
able to extract task-specific information from a support set,
and then generate a model that can perform well on the
query set. Across-task knowledge can be learned by learning
the learner that can do this task well. We usually use the
notation of N -way K-shot task, to indicate a task with N
classes per task, and K samples per class.
There are a number of established FSL datasets that are
used in this setting, such as miniImageNet [41], tieredIm-
ageNet [204], SlimageNet [205], CUB-200 [110] and Om-
niglot [86]. These benchmarks re-purpose prior datasets
with rather large numbers of classes by breaking them into
many smaller (lower ‘way’) recognition problems to define a
task distribution for benchmarking meta-training and meta-
testing.
Dataset Diversity, Bias and Generalization While the
above approach is convenient to generate enough tasks for
training and evaluation, it suffers from a lack of diversity
(narrow p(T )) which makes it hard for performance on
these benchmarks to reflect performance on real-world few
shot task. For example, switching between different kinds
of animals in miniImageNet or birds in CUB is a rather
weak test of transferability. Ideally we would like to span
more diverse categories and types of images (satellite, med-
ical, agricultural, underwater, etc); and even be robust to
domain-shifts between meta-train and meta-test tasks.
There is much work still to be done here as, even
in the many-shot setting, fitting a deep model to a very
wide distribution of data is itself non-trivial [206], as is
generalising to out-of-sample data [44], [92]. In particular,
the performance of meta-learners has been shown to drop
drastically when introducing a domain shift between the
source and target task distributions [110]. This motivates
the recent Meta-Dataset [207] and CVPR cross-domain few-
shot challenge [208]. Meta-Dataset aggregates a number
of individual recognition benchmarks to provide a wider
distribution of tasks p(T ) to evaluate the ability to fit a
wide task distribution and generalize across domain-shift.
Meanwhile, [208] challenges methods to generalize from the
everyday images of ImageNet to medical, satellite and agri-
cultural images. Recent work has begun to try and address
these issues by meta-training for domain-shift robustness as
well as sample efficiency [173]. Generalization issues also
arise in applying models to data from under-represented
countries [209]. Another recent dataset that could facilitate
research in few-shot learner generalization is [210], which
offers samples across environments from simulation, to high
definition simulation and real-world.
Real-World Few-Shot Recognition The most common
few-shot problem setting is N -way recognition among the
classes in the support set [19], [20]. However, this may not be
representative of practical application requirements where
recognition among both the source and target is of interest at
testing-time. This generalized few-shot setting is considered
in an increasing number of studies [128], [165], [211]. In a
generalized few-shot setting, other goals include efficient
incremental enrolment of novel few-shot classes without
forgetting the base classes or re-accessing the source data
[128], [165]. Other real-world challenges include scaling up
few-shot learning beyond the widely studied N = 1 . . . 20-
way recognition setting, at which point the popular and
effective metric learner method family [20], [87] begin to
struggle.
Few-Shot Object Detection The few studies [165] on few-
shot detection have thus far re-purposed standard detection
datasets such as COCO and Pascal VOC. However these
only offer a few classes for meta-training/testing compared
to classification benchmarks, and so more benchmarks are
needed.
Regression Benchmarks Unfortunately there has been
less work on establishing common benchmarks for few-shot
regression than for classification. Toy problems such as 1d
sinusoidal regressions have been proposed in [19], [212]. Im-
age completion by regressing from pixel coordinate to RGB
value have been considered [166], some work regresses to
interest points in human pose and fashion [165], while [213]
considers the task of face pose regression, with additional
occlusion to introduce ambiguity. Overall, these tasks are all
scattered and the meta-learning community has yet to reach
consensus on regression benchmarks.
Non meta-learning few-shot methods Recently, a num-
ber of non meta-learning methods have obtained competi-
tive performance on few-shot benchmarks, questioning the
need for learning to learn in this setting. It was shown in
[110] that training on all the base tasks at once and finetun-
ing on the target tasks is a stronger baseline than initially
reported, mainly because augmentation was unfairly omit-
ted. Furthermore, using a deeper backbone may shrink the
performance gap between common meta-learning methods,
and the baseline can outperform these methods for larger
domain shifts between source and target task distributions
[207] – although more recent meta-learning methods ob-
tained good performance in this setting [173]. On a similar
theme, [214] show that simple feature transformations like
L2-normalization can make a nearest neighbour classifier
competitive without meta-learning. Thus the debate here is
ongoing, but overall carefully implemented baselines and
more diverse datasets are important, as well as maintaining
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fair and consistent best practice for all methods.
5.2 Meta Reinforcement Learning and Robotics
Reinforcement learning is typically concerned with learning
control policies that enable an agent to obtain high reward
in achieving a sequential action task within an environment,
in contrast to supervised learning’s focus on accuracy on
a given dataset. RL typically suffers from extreme sample
inefficiency due to sparse rewards, the need for exploration,
and high-variance [215] optimization algorithms. However,
applications also often naturally entail task families which
meta-learning can exploit – for example locomoting-to or
reaching-to different positions [172], navigating within dif-
ferent maps/environments [40] or traversing different ter-
rains [63], driving different cars [171], competing with dif-
ferent competitor agents [61], and dealing with different
handicaps such as failures in individual robot limbs [63].
Thus RL provides a fertile application area in which meta-
learning on task distributions has had significant successes
in improving sample efficiency over standard RL algo-
rithms. One can intuitively understand the efficacy of these
methods. For instance meta-knowledge of ‘how to stand
up’ for a humanoid robot is a transferable skill for all
tasks within a family that require locomotion, while meta-
knowledge of a maze layout is transferable for all tasks that
require navigating within the maze.
5.2.1 Methods
Several meta-representations that we have already seen
have been explored in RL including learning the initial con-
ditions [19], [159], hyperparameters [159], [164], step direc-
tions [75] and step sizes [163], which enables gradient-based
learning to train a neural policy with fewer environmental
interactions; and training fast convolutional [40] or recurrent
[22], [106] black-box models to embed the experience of of a
given environment thus far and use it to synthesize a feed-
forward policy. Recent work has developed improved meta-
optimization algorithms [155], [156], [158] for these tasks,
and provided theoretical guarantees for Meta RL [216].
Exploration A meta-representation that is rather unique
to RL is that of the exploration policy. RL is complicated by
the fact that the data distribution is not fixed, but varies ac-
cording to the agent’s actions. Furthermore sparse rewards
may mean that an agent must take many actions before
achieving a reward that can be used to guide learning.
Thus how to explore and acquire data for learning is a
crucial factor in any RL algorithm. Traditionally exploration
is based on sampling random actions [90], or hand-crafted
exploration heuristics [217]. Several meta-RL studies have
instead explicitly treated exploration strategy or curiosity
function as meta-knowledge ω; and modeled their acqui-
sition as meta-learning problem [24], [170], [171] – leading
to significant sample efficiency improvements by ‘learning
how to explore’.
Optimization It is worth noting that, unlike SL where
optimization often leads to good local minima with perfect
accuracy on the train set; RL is usually a very difficult
optimization problem where the learned policy is far from
optimal, even on ‘training set’ episodes. This means that, in
contrast to meta-SL, meta-RL methods are more commonly
deployed to increase asymptotic training performance [23],
[164], [167] as well as sample-efficiency, and can lead to sig-
nificantly better solutions overall. Indeed, the meta-objective
of most meta-RL frameworks is the net return of the agent
over a full training episode, and thus both sample efficient
and asymptotically performant learning are rewarded. Op-
timization difficulty also means that there has also been
relatively more work on learning losses (or rewards) [113],
[167], [218] which an RL agent should optimize instead of –
or in addition to – the conventional sparse reward objective.
Such meta-learned losses may be easier to optimize (denser,
smoother) compared to the true target [23], [218]. This
also links back to exploration as reward learning and can
be considered to instantiate meta-learning approaches to
learning intrinsic motivation [168].
Online MetaRL We note that a significant fraction of
meta-RL studies addressed the online single-task setting,
where the meta-knowledge such as loss [113], [167], reward
[164], [168], hyperparameters [162], [163], or exploration
strategy [169] are trained online together with the base
policy while learning a single task. These methods thus do
not require task families and provide a direct improvement
to their respective base learners.
On- vs Off-Policy Meta-RL A major dichotomy in con-
ventional RL methodologies is between on-policy and off-
policy learning such as PPO [90] vs SAC [219]. Off-policy
methods are usually significantly more sample efficient for
conventional RL. However, off-policy methods have been
harder to extend to meta-RL, leading to the majority of
Meta-RL methods being built on on-policy base algorithms,
and thus limiting the absolute performance of Meta-RL. A
few recent works have begun to design meta-RL gener-
alizations of off-policy methods leading to strong results
[109], [113], [157], [218]. Notably off-policy learning also
improves the efficiency of the meta-train stage [109], which
can be very expensive in Meta-RL. It also provides new
opportunities to accelerate meta-testing by replay buffer
sample from meta-training stage [157].
Other Trends and Challenges We finish this section by
mentioning other recent trends in meta-RL. [63] is notewor-
thy in demonstrating successful meta-RL on a real-world
physical robot. Knowledge transfer in robotics often makes
sense to study compositionally [220]. E.g., walking, navigat-
ing and object pick/place may be subroutines of cleaning
up the room for a robot. However, developing meta-learners
that support a compositional knowledge that transfers well
is an open question, with modular meta-learning [131] being
an option. Unsupervised meta-RL variants aim to perform
meta-training without manually specified rewards [221], or
adapt at meta-testing to a changed environment but without
new rewards [222]. Continual adaptation uses meta-learning
to provide an agent with the ability to adapt to a sequence of
tasks within one meta-test episode [61]–[63], which is con-
nected to continual learning. Finally, meta-learning has also
been applied to imitation [105] and inverse reinforcement
learning [223].
5.2.2 Benchmarks
Meta-learning benchmarks for RL should define a family
of problems for an agent to solve in order to learn how
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to learn, and subsequently evaluate the learner. These can
be tasks (reward functions) to achieve, or domains (distinct
environments or MDPs). RL benchmarks can be divided
according whether they test continuous or discrete control,
and actuation from state or observations such as images.
Discrete Control RL An early meta-RL benchmark for
vision-actuated control is the arcade learning environment
(ALE) [224], which defines a set of classic Atari games which
can be split into meta-training and meta-testing. The typical
protocol here is to evaluate return after a fixed number
of timesteps in the meta-test environment. One issue with
Atari games is their determinism which means that an open-
loop policy is potentially sufficient to solve them, leading to
efforts to insert stochasticity [224]. Another challenge is that
there is great diversity (wide p(T )) across games, which
makes successful meta-training hard and leads to limited
benefit from knowledge transfer [224]. Another benchmark
[225] is based on splitting Sonic-hedgehog levels into meta-
train/meta-test. The task distribution here is narrower and
beneficial meta-learning is relatively easier to achieve. Re-
cently Cobbe et al. [226] proposed two purpose designed
video games for benchmarking Meta-RL. CoinRun game
[226] provides 232 procedurally generated levels of varying
difficulty and visual appearance. They show that some
10, 000 levels of meta-train experience are required to gener-
alize reliably to new levels. CoinRun is primarily designed
to test direct generalization rather than fast adaptation,
and can be seen as providing a distribution over MDP
environments to test generalization rather than over tasks
to test adaptation. To better test fast learning in a wider task
distribution, ProcGen [226] provides a set of 16 procedurally
generated games including CoinRun.
Continuous Control RL While the use of common bench-
marks such as gym [227] has greatly benefited RL research,
there has not yet been a consensus on benchmarks for meta-
RL, making existing work hard to compare. Most studies of
continuous control meta-RL have proposed home-brewed
benchmarks that are low dimensional parametric variants
of particular tasks such as navigating to various locations
or velocities [19], [109], or traversing different terrains [63].
Several multi-MDP benchmarks [228], [229] have recently
been proposed but these primarily test generalization across
different environmental perturbations rather than new task
adaptation of interest in Meta-RL. This situation is set to
improve with the release of Meta-World benchmark [230]
which provides a suite of 50 continuous control tasks with
state-based actuation, varying from simple parametric vari-
ants such as lever-pulling and door-opening. This bench-
mark should enable more comparable evaluation, and inves-
tigation of generalization both within and across task distri-
butions of various widths. The meta-world evaluation [230]
suggests that existing Meta-RL methods struggle to gener-
alize over wide task distributions and meta-train/meta-test
shifts, so more work is necessary. Another recent benchmark
suitable for Meta-RL is PHYRE [231] which provides a set of
50 vision-based physics task templates which can be solved
with simple actions but are likely to require model-based
reasoning to address efficiently. These are organised into
2 difficulty tiers, and provide within and cross-template
generalization tests.
Discussion One complication of vision-actuated meta-RL
is unpicking visual generalization and adaptation (as in
common with broader computer vision) with fast learning
of control strategies more generally. For example CoinRun
[226] evaluation showed large benefit from standard vision
techniques such as batch norm suggesting that perception is
a major bottleneck.
A topical issue in Meta-RL is that it is difficult to fit
wide meta-train task distributions with multi-task or meta-
learning models – before even getting to the performance
of meta-testing on novel tasks. This may be due to our RL
models being too weak and/or benchmarks being too small
in terms of number of tasks. Even Meta-World, ProcGen
and PHYRE have dozens rather than hundreds of tasks like
vision benchmarks such as tieredImageNet. While these lat-
est benchmarks are improving, the field would still benefit
from still larger benchmarks with controllable generaliza-
tion gaps. It would also be beneficial to have benchmarks
with greater difficulty such as requiring memory and ab-
stract reasoning, to provide opportunities for more abstract
strategies to be meta-learned and exploited across tasks.
5.3 Environment Learning and Sim2Real
In Sim2Real we are interested in training a model in sim-
ulation that is able to generalize to the real-world, which
is challenging since the simulation does not match the real
world exactly. The classic domain randomization approach
simulates a wide distribution over domains/MDPs, with
the aim of training a sufficiently robust model to succeed
in the real world – and has succeeded in both vision [232]
and RL [148]. Nevertheless how to tune the simulation
distribution is a challenge. This naturally leads to a meta-
learning setup where the inner-level optimization learns
a model in simulation, the outer-level optimization Lmeta
evaluates the model’s performance in the real-world, and
the meta-representation ω corresponds to the parameters of
the simulation environment. This paradigm has been used
in RL [150] as well as computer vision [149], [233]. In this
case the source tasks used for meta-train tasks are not a pre-
provided data distribution, but paramaterized by omega,
Dsource(ω). However, challenges remain in terms of back-
propagating through a costly and long graph of learning
steps of the inner task; as well as minimising the number of
real-world Lmeta evaluations in the case of Sim2Real meta-
learning for RL.
5.4 Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
Architecture search [26]–[28], [39], [123] can be seen as cor-
responding to a kind hyperparameter optimization where
ω specifies the architecture of a neural network. The inner
optimization trains networks with the specified architecture,
and the outer optimization searches for architectures with
good validation performance. NAS methods are commonly
analysed [39] according to ‘search space’, ‘search strategy’,
and ‘performance estimation strategy. These correspond to
the hypothesis space for ω, the meta-optimization strategy,
and the meta-objective. NAS is particularly challenging
because: (i) Fully evaluating the inner loop is generally
very expensive since it requires training a many-shot neural
network to completion. This leads to approximations such
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as sub-sampling the train set, early termination of the inner
loop, and ultimately approximations such as interleaved
descent on both ω and θ [26] as in online meta-learning. (ii.)
The search space is hard to define, and optimizing it is costly.
This is because most search spaces are broad, and represent
architectures that aren’t differentiable. This leads to methods
that perform cell-level search [26], [28] to constrain the
search space; and then rely on RL [28], discrete gradient
estimators that provide a differentiable approximation to the
search space [26], [124], and evolution [27], [123].
Examples Some notable examples include: (i) NASNet
[28], [234] where the search space is restricted to cell-level
learning, and defined as a string generated by an RNN
which indicates what operations should be at what parts of
the cell-tree, optimized using RL. (ii) Reqularized Evolution
[27] where the authors use NASNet’s search space but
optimize it using regularized evolution, i.e. standard tour-
nament based evolution with removal of oldest individuals
after every iteration. (iii.) DARTS [26] where the authors
carefully cast the space of cell architectures as a sequence of
softmax selections over a number of pre-selected operations,
thus making the search space differentiable. Learning the
architecture then corresponds to jointly learning the softmax
weights with the network parameters. This allows architec-
ture learning to be sped up by 2-3 levels of magnitude both
in computational overheads and wall-clock time. (iv) T-NAS
[125] where the authors utilize the DARTS search space, but
train it using a data-flow that enforces the architecture to be
learned using very few data-points and very few updates,
while keeping the generalization performance high. As a
result of learning such softmax weights, they achieve few-
shot architecture search. Once trained, these weights can be
adapted to new tasks within seconds rather than days.
An interesting special case of NAS is activation func-
tion search [151]. While hand-designed activation functions
such as ReLU are dominant in NN literature, a successful
example of NAS meta-learning is the discovery of the Swish
activation function [151] with RL in the space of symbolic
activation functions. Swish has gone on to contribute to
several influential state-of-the-art and general purpose CNN
architectures [235], [236].
Multi-Objective NAS Architectures to be deployed on
mobile devices have additional constraints besides valida-
tion accuracy [7], and NAS can also be deployed to produce
compact and efficient models [237]. This can be realised by
defining a multi-objective meta-objective that contains terms
related both to validation performance as well as latency or
size of the model product by a given θ, and thus leading to
good performance-cost tradeoffs.
Topical Issues While NAS itself can be seen as an instance
of hyper-parameter or hypothesis-class meta-learning, it can
also interact with meta-learning in other forms. Since NAS is
costly, a topical issue is whether discovered architectures are
dataset specific, or general purpose with ability to generalize
to new problems [234]. Recent results suggest that meta-
training across multiple datasets can lead to improved cross-
task generalization of architectures [126].
While few-shot meta-learning is typically addressed
from a parameter learning perspective in the context of
hand-crafted architectures [19], [20], [87], one can also define
NAS meta-objectives to train an architecture suitable for
few-shot learning [238], [239]. Furthermore, analogously
to fast-adapting initial condition meta-learning approaches
such as MAML [19], one can train good initial architectures
[125] or architecture priors [126] that are easy to adapt
towards specific tasks.
Benchmarks NAS is often evaluated on the CIFAR-10
dataset. However even on this small dataset, architecture
search is costly to perform, making it inaccessible to many
researchers; and furthermore results are hard to reproduce
due to other confounding factors such as tuning of hy-
perparameters [240]. To support reproducible and accessi-
ble research, the recently released NASbenches [241], [242]
provides pre-computed performance measures for a large
number of network architectures.
5.5 Bayesian Meta-learning
Bayesian meta-learning approaches formalize meta-learning
via Bayesian hierarchical modelling, and use Bayesian infer-
ence for learning rather than direct optimization of parame-
ters. In the meta-learning context, Bayesian learning is typ-
ically intractable, and so different approximation methods
can be used. Variational approaches, especially stochastic
variational methods, are the most common, but sampling
approaches can also be considered.
One by-product of Bayesian meta-learning is that it
provides uncertainty measures for the θ parameters, and
hence measures of prediction uncertainty. Knowing the
uncertainty of learner’s predictions can be vital in safety
critical domains such as few-shot medical tasks, and can
be used for exploration in Reinforcement Learning and for
some active learning methods, where a model can seek
information about datapoints with high uncertainty.
Recently a number of authors have explored Bayesian
approaches to meta-learning complex models with com-
petitive results. Many of these have utilized deep neural
networks as components within the framework, for ex-
ample extending variational autoencoders to model task
variables explicitly [71]. Neural Processes [166] aim to com-
bine the uncertainty quantification of Gaussian Processes
with the versatility of neural networks, but they are not
shown to work on modern few-shot benchmarks. Deep
kernel learning is also an active research area that has been
adapted to the meta-learning setting [243], and is often
coupled with Gaussian Processes [213]. In [72] gradient
based meta-learning is recast into a hierarchical empirical
Bayes inference problem (i.e. prior learning), which models
uncertainty in task-specific parameters θ. Bayesian MAML
[212] improves on this model by using a Bayesian ensemble
approach that allows non-Gaussian posteriors over θ, and
later work removes the need for costly ensembles [199],
[244]. In Probabilistic MAML [95], it is the uncertainty in the
metaknowledge ω that is modelled, while a MAP estimate is
used for θ. Increasingly, these Bayesian methods are shown
to tackle ambiguous tasks, active learning and RL problems.
Separate from the above approaches, meta-learning has
also been proposed to aid the Bayesian inference process
itself. By way of example, in [245], the authors use a meta-
learning framework to adapt a Bayesian sampler to provide
efficient adaptive sampling methods.
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Benchmarks In Bayesian meta-learning, the point is usu-
ally to model the uncertainty in the predictions of our meta-
learner, and so performance on standard few-shot classifica-
tion benchmarks doesn’t necessarily capture what we care
about. For this reason different tasks have been developed in
the literature. Bayesian MAML [212] extends the sinusoidal
regression task of MAML [19] to make it more challenging.
Probabilistic MAML [95] provides a suite of 1D toy exam-
ples capable of showing model uncertainty and how this
uncertainty can be used in an active learning scenario. It also
creates a binary classification task from celebA [246], where
the positive class is determined by the presence of two facial
attributes, but training images show three attributes, thus
introducing ambiguity in which two attributes should be
classified on. It is observed that sampling ω can correctly
reflect this ambiguity. Active learning toy experiments are
also shown in [212] as well as reinforcement learning ap-
plications, and ambiguous one-shot image generation tasks
are used in [199]. Finally, some researchers propose to look
at the accuracy v.s. confidence of the meta-learners (i.e. their
calibration) [244].
5.6 Unsupervised Meta-Learning and Meta-Learning
Unsupervised Learning
In the meta-learning literature, there exist two main variants
of meta-learning involving unsupervised learning. In the
first one the meta-objective of the outer loop is unsuper-
vised, and therefore the learner itself is learned without
any labels available. We refer to this case as Unsupervised
Meta-Learning. In the second variant, meta-learning is used
as a means to learn an unsupervised inner loop task. The
outer objective in this case can be anything from supervised,
unsupervised or reinforcement based. We refer to this as
Meta-Learning Unsupervised Learning.
Unsupervised Meta-Learning [247]–[249] aims to relax the
conventional assumption of an annotated set of source tasks
for meta-training, while still producing good downstream
performance for supervised few-shot learning. Typically
synthetic source tasks are constructed without supervision
via clustering or class-preserving data augmentation.
Meta-Learning Unsupervised Learning aims to use meta-
learning to train unsupervised learning algorithms that
work well for downstream supervised learning tasks. One
can train unsupervised clustering algorithms [21], [250],
[251] or losses [98], [116] such that downstream supervised
learning performance is optimized. This helps to deal with
the ill-definedness of the unsupervised learning problem by
transforming it into a problem with a clear (meta) super-
vised objective.
5.7 Active Learning
The meta-learning paradigm can also be used to train active
learning, rather than supervised or reinforcement learners
as discussed so far. Active learning (AL) methods wrap
supervised learning, and define a policy for selective data
annotation – typically in the setting where annotation can
be obtained sequentially. The goal of AL is to find the
optimal subset of data to annotate so as to maximize perfor-
mance of downstream supervised learning with the fewest
annotations. AL is a well studied problem with numerous
hand designed algorithms [252]. Meta-learning can trans-
form active learning algorithm design into a learning task
by: considering the inner-level optimization as a conven-
tional supervised learning task on the annotated dataset
so far, considering ω to be a query policy that selects the
best unlabeled datapoints to annotate, or by letting the
outer-level optimization train the query policy to optimize
a meta-objective corresponding to downstream learning
performance given the queried and annotated datapoints
[175]–[177]. However, as for clustering, if labels are used to
train AL algorithms, they need to generalize across tasks to
amortise their training cost [177].
5.8 Continual, Online and Adaptive Learning
Continual Learning refers to the humanlike capability of
learning tasks presented in sequence. Ideally this is done
while exploiting forward transfer so new tasks are learned
better given past experience, without forgetting previously
learned tasks, and without needing to store all past data
for rehearsal against forgetting [60]. Deep Neural Networks
struggle at meeting these criteria, especially as they tend
to forget information seen in earlier tasks – a phenomenon
known as catastrophic forgetting. Meta-learning has been
applied to improve continual learning in deep nets. The
requirements of continual learning can be integrated into
a meta-objective, for example by defining a sequence of
learning episodes in which the support set contains one new
task, but the query set contains examples drawn from all
tasks seen until now [160], [161]. With this meta-objective
design, various meta-representations can be trained so as
to improve continual learning performance. For example:
weight priors [128], gradient descent preconditioning ma-
trices [161], or RNN learned optimizers [160], or feature
representations [253].
Although not directly applied to continual learning,
another interesting idea is meta-training representations to
support local editing [254] where the authors learn a model
that can quickly improve itself on single samples, without
forgetting any of the information it already has learned.
Online and Adaptive Learning also consider tasks ar-
riving in a stream, but are concerned with the ability to
effectively adapt to the current task in the stream, more
than remembering the old tasks. To this end an online exten-
sion of MAML was proposed [96] to perform MAML-style
meta-training online during a task sequence. Meanwhile
others [61]–[63] consider the setting where meta-training is
performed in advance on source tasks, before meta-testing
adaptation capabilities on a sequence of target tasks.
Benchmarks There exist a number of benchmarks for
continual learning that work quite well with standard deep
learning methods. However, most of those benchmarks
cannot readily work with meta-learning approaches. Most
of them would require adjustments to their sample gener-
ation routines to include a large number of explicit learn-
ing sets and an explicit evaluation sets. Some early steps
were made towards defining meta-learning ready contin-
ual benchmarks in [96], [160], [253], mainly composed of
Omniglot and perturbed versions of MNIST. However, most
of those were simply tasks built to demonstrate a method.
More explicit benchmark work can be found in [205], where
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Continual Few-Shot Learning is defined as a new type of
task to be tackled, and the benchmark is built for meta
and non meta-learning approaches alike. In this setting, a
task is composed by a number of small training sets, each
potentially made of different classes, after which the learned
model should generalize well on previously unseen samples
from all the tasks it learned from. The benchmark proposes
the usage of Omniglot and SlimageNet as the datasets to be
used.
5.9 Domain Adaptation and Domain Generalization
Domain-shift often hampers machine learning models in
practice, when the statistics of data encountered in deploy-
ment differ from those used in training. Numerous domain
adaptation and generalization algorithms have been studied
to address this issue in supervised, unsupervised, and semi-
supervised settings [57].
Domain Generalization Domain generalization ap-
proaches aim to train models with increased robustness to
train-test domain shift by design [255], often by exploiting
a distribution over training domains. Meta-learning can be
an effective tool to support this goal by defining the outer-
loop validation set to have a domain shift with respect to
the inner loop train set [58]. In this way different kinds of
meta-knowledge such as regularizers [92], losses [44], and
noise augmentation [173] can be (meta) learned so as to
maximize the typical robustness of the learned model to
train-test domain-shift.
Domain Adaptation While the extensive prior work on
domain adaptation has been conventional learning [57], re-
cent work [256] has begun to consider meta-learning ap-
proaches to boosting domain adaptation as well.
Benchmarks Popular benchmarks for DA and DG are
oriented around recognition of different image types such
as photo/sketch/cartoon. Datasets with multiple domains
are often used in order to provide a domain distribution for
meta-learning. PACS [257] provides a good starter bench-
mark with Visual Decathlon [44], [206], DomainNet [258]
and Meta-Dataset [207] providing larger scale alternatives.
5.10 Hyper-parameter Optimization
Meta-learning can address hyperparameter optimization by
considering ω to specify hyperparameters, such as regu-
larization strength or learning rate. There are two main
settings: we can learn hyperparameters that improve train-
ing over a distribution of tasks, or hyperparameters that
improve learning for a single task. The former case is usually
relevant in few-shot applications, especially in optimization
based methods. For instance, MAML can be improved
by learning a learning rate per layer per step [76]. The
case where we wish to learn hyperparameters for a single
task is usually more relevant for many-shot applications
[145], where some validation data can be extracted from
the training dataset, as discussed in Section 2.1. Meta-
learning over long inner horizons comes with memory
and compute scaling issues, which is an active research
area as discussed in Section 6. However, it is noteworthy
that end-to-end gradient-based meta-learning has already
demonstrated promising scalability to millions of param-
eters (as demonstrated by MAML [19], [145] and Dataset
Distillation [144], [145], for example) in contrast to the classic
approaches (such cross-validation by grid or random [69]
search, or Bayesian Optimization [70]) which are usually
only successful with dozens of hyper-parameters.
5.11 Novel and Biologically Plausible Learners
Most meta-learning work that uses an explicit (non feed-
forward/black-box) optimization for the base model is
based on gradient descent by backpropagation (as is most
conventional deep learning work). An intriguing possibility
for meta-learning is to define the function class of learning
rules ω so as to lead to the discovery of novel effective
learning rules that are potentially unsupervised [21], bi-
ologically plausible [47], [259], [260] making use of ideas
less commonly used in contemporary deep learning such as
Hebbian updates [259] and neuromodulation [260].
5.12 Language and Speech
Language Modelling. Few-shot language modelling has
been a popular way to showcase the versatility of meta-
learners, with early methods like matching networks show-
ing impressive performances on one-shot tasks such as
filling in missing words [86]. Many more tasks have since
been tackled, including neural program induction [261]
and synthesis [262], English to SQL program synthesis
[263], text-based relationship graph extractor [264], machine
translation [265], and quickly adapting to new personas in
dialogue tasks [266].
Speech Recognition Deep learning is now established
as the dominant paradigm for state of the art automatic
speech recognition (ASR). Meta-learning is beginning to be
applied to address the many few-shot adaptation problems
that arise within ASR including learning how to train for
low-resource languages [267], cross-accent adaptation [268]
and optimising models for individual speakers [269].
5.13 Meta-learning for Social Good
Meta-learning lands itself to various challenging tasks that
arise in applications of AI for social good such as medi-
cal image classification and drug discovery, where data is
often scarce. Progress in the medical domain is especially
relevant given the global shortage of pathologists [270]. In
[5] an LSTM is combined with a graph neural network to
predict the behaviour of a molecule (e.g. its toxicity) in
the one-shot data regime. In [271] MAML is adapted to
weakly-supervised breast cancer detection tasks, and the
order of tasks are selected according to a curriculum rather
than randomly. MAML is also combined with denoising
autoencoders to do medical visual question answering [272],
while learning to weigh support samples as done in [204] is
adapted to pixel wise weighting in order to tackle skin lesion
segmentation tasks that have noisy labels [273].
5.14 Abstract and Compositional Reasoning
Abstract Reasoning A recent goal in deep learning re-
search is to develop models that go beyond simple per-
ception tasks to solving more abstract reasoning problems
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such as IQ tests in the form of Raven’s Progressive Ma-
trices (RPMs) [274]. Solving RPMs can be seen as asking
for few-shot generalization from the context panels to the
answer panels. Recent meta-learning approaches to abstract
reasoning with RPMs achieved significant improvement via
meta-learning a teacher that defines the data generating dis-
tribution for the panels [275]. The teacher is trained jointly
with the student, and rewarded by the student’s progress,
thus automatically defining an optimal curriculum.
Compositional Learning One of the traits that allows
humans to be good at problem solving is the ability to learn
how to compose concepts. For example being able to take
a newly learned verb and use it with all potential adverbs.
Recently meta-learning approaches have been shown to im-
prove such generalization ability by requiring compositional
generalization between query and support sets during meta-
training [276]. Such meta-learning regimes can also benefit
fundamental challenges such as enabling sequence models
to generalize to test sequences longer than observed during
training [276].
5.15 Systems
Network Compression Contemporary CNNs require
large amounts of memory that may be prohibitive on
embedded devices. Thus network compression in various
forms such as quantization and pruning are topical research
areas [277], [278]. Meta-learning is beginning to be applied
to this objective as well, such as training gradient generator
meta-networks that allow quantized networks to be trained
[187], and weight generator meta-networks that allow quan-
tized networks to be trained with gradient [279].
Communications Deep learning has recently made waves
in communications systems. For example by learning cod-
ing systems that exceed the best hand designed codes for
realistic channels [280]. Insofar as optimal performance is
achieved by learning a coding scheme tuned for the char-
acteristics of a particular channel, few-shot meta-learning
can be used to provide rapid online adaptation of coding to
changing channel characteristics [281].
Learning with Label Noise is a challenge in contem-
porary deep learning when large datasets are collected by
web scraping or crowd-sourcing. Again, while there are
several algorithms hand-designed for this situation, recent
meta-learning methods have addressed label noise by trans-
ductive learning sample-wise weighs to down-weight noisy
samples [142], or learning an initial condition robust to noisy
label training [93].
Adversarial Attacks and Defenses Deep Neural Net-
works can be easily fooled into misclassifying a data point
that should be easily recognizable, by adding a carefully
crafted human-invisible perturbation to the data [282]. Nu-
merous methods have been published in recent years in-
troducing stronger attack and defense methods. Typical
defenses are carefully hand-designed architectures or train-
ing strategies. Analogous to the case in domain-shift, an
under-studied potential application of meta-learning is to
train the learning algorithm end-to-end for robustness by
defining a meta-loss in terms of performance under adver-
sarial attack [94], [283]. New benchmarks for adversarial
defenses have recently been proposed [284] where defenses
should generalize to unforseen attacks. It will be interesting
to see whether future meta-learning approaches can make
progress on this benchmark.
6 CHALLENGES AND OPEN QUESTIONS
Meta-generalization Meta-learning suffers from a gener-
alization challenge across tasks analogous to the challenge
of generalising across instances in conventional machine
learning. There are three sub-challenges: (i) The first chal-
lenge is fitting a meta-learner to a wide distribution of
tasks p(T ), which as we have seen is challenging for ex-
isting methods [206], [207], [230], and may be partly due
to conflicting gradients between tasks [285]. (ii) The second
challenge is generalising from meta-train to novel meta-
test tasks drawn from p(T ). This is exacerbated because
the number of tasks available for meta-training is typically
low (much less than the number of instances available in
conventional supervised learning), making it difficult to fit
complex task distributions. Thus meta-learners’ biggest suc-
cesses have thus far been within very similar task families.
(iii) The third challenge is generalising to meta-test tasks
drawn from a different distribution than the training tasks.
This is inevitable in many potential practical applications
of meta-learning, for example generalising few-shot visual
learning from everyday training images of ImageNet to
specialist domains such as medical images [208]. From the
perspective of a learner, this is a meta-level generalization of
the domain-shift problem, as observed in supervised learn-
ing. Addressing these issues through meta-generalizations
of regularization, transfer learning, domain adaptation, and
domain generalization are emerging directions [173]. Fur-
thermore, we have yet to understand which kinds of meta-
representations tend to generalize better under certain types
of domain shifts.
Another interesting direction could be investigating
how introducing yet another level of learning abstractions
could affect generalization performance, that is, meta-meta-
learning. By learning how to do meta-learning, perhaps we
can find meta-optimizers that can generalize very strongly
across a large variety of types and intensities of domain and
even modality shifts. Of course computational costs would
be exponentially larger.
Multi-modality of task distribution Many meta-learning
frameworks [19] implicitly assume that the distribution over
tasks p(T ) is uni-modal, and a single learning strategy ω pro-
vides a good solution for them all. However in reality task
distributions can clearly be multi-modal. Consider for ex-
ample, medical vs satellite vs everyday images in computer
vision. Or the diversity of tasks that robots could be asked
to perform from putting pegs in holes to opening doors
[230]. Different tasks within the distribution may require
different learning strategies, and this can degrade existing
meta-learner performance. In vanilla multi-task learning,
this phenomenon is relatively well studied with, e.g., meth-
ods that group tasks into clusters [286] or subspaces [287].
However this area is only just beginning to be explored in
meta-learning [288].
Task families Many existing meta-learning frameworks,
especially for few-shot learning, require task families for
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meta-training. While this indeed reflects lifelong human
learning, in some applications data for such task families
may not be available. How to relax this assumption is an
ongoing challenge. Unsupervised meta-learning [247]–[249]
and online meta-learning methods [44], [162], [167], [168],
[185], could help to alleviate this; as can improvements in
meta-generalization discussed above.
Computation Cost Naive implementation of bilevel op-
timization as shown in Section 2.1 leads to a quadratic
number of learning steps, since each outer step requires
multiple inner steps. Moreover, there are a large number
of inner steps in the case of many-shot experiments, and
these need to be stored in memory. For this reason most
meta-learning frameworks are extremely expensive in both
time and memory, and often limited to small architectures
in the few-shot regime [19]. However there is an increasing
focus on methods to tackle this problem. For instance, one
can alternate inner and outer updates [44], or train surrogate
models [108]. Another family of recent approaches acceler-
ate meta-training via closed-form solvers in the inner loop
[152], [154]. However, the cost is still quite large, and the
significance of the former set heuristics for convergence is
unclear. A recent method for computing the gradients for
the outer loop using implicit gradients provides a cheaper
alternative [153], but only focused on learning the initializa-
tion of a network for MAML. While implicit gradients were
then shown to work for more general meta-learning tasks
such as learning an augmentation network [145], they can
only learn parameters involved in the loss function directly
and make several assumptions (like zero training gradients
at θ∗) often leading to inaccurate ω gradients.
Cross-modal transfer and heterogeneous tasks Most
meta-learning methods studied so far have considered tasks
all drawn from the same modality such as vision, text,
proprioceptive state, or audio. Humans appear to be able
to transfer knowledge across modalities (e.g., by visual
imitation learning). How to do meta-learning that extracts
abstract knowledge from a set of tasks that may each span
a unique modality is an open question. Most studies have
addressed transfer between tasks of the same type such as
object recognition, but ideally we would like to be able to
transfer between heterogeneous tasks such as those studied
in Taskonomy [289].
7 CONCLUSION
The field of meta-learning has recently seen a rapid growth
in interest. This has come with some level of confusion,
with regards to how it relates to neighbouring fields, what
it can be applied to, and how it can be benchmarked.
In this survey we have sought to clarify these issues by
thoroughly surveying the area both from a methodological
point of view – which we broke down into a taxonomy
of meta-representation, meta-optimizer and meta-objective;
and from an application point of view. We hope that this
survey will help newcomers and practitioners to orient
themselves in this growing field, as well as highlight op-
portunities for future research.
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